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Career Sprints vs. The Marathon

- Reinventing
- Re-strategizing
- Realignning
- Reimagining
Reinventing Research

• Impact of Research
• Opportunities for Grant Funding
• New opportunities for collaboration
  • With Faculty
  • With Students
  • Across Discipline
Re-strategizing Teaching

- New course preparations
- Leveraging new technologies (Salman, 2023)
- Incorporating new epistemologies
  - (i.e. Social, cultural, aspirational, familial capital into classroom (Yosso, 2005))
Realigning Service

Opportunities to connect your interest within KSU & Beyond

• Departmental Service
• College Service
• University Service
• Community Based
Reimagining New Ways of Being

How might you center your wellbeing in the work that you do everyday?
Faculty Success is Student Success
One Wish

If you could make one wish as you begin the semester, what would it be and why?